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THIRD YEAR OF THE WAR: R.A.F's PART

During the third year of the war the R.A.F. has intensively engaged
the enemy over the whole world.

With the entry of Japan and the United States into the war (following
the German attack upon Russia towards the close cf the second year) the conflict

became world-wide« In consequence, enormous demands have been made upon the men,
aircraft and the .ground organisation of the R.A.F.

It has been impossible to concentrate all the growing resources of the

R.A.F. upon the attack upon our main enemy in the Western theatre of war.

Indispensable diversions to the Far East, to the Middle East, and to the seas and

oceans of the world, in order to counter the menace of the submarine, have had to

be made. In spite of everything, however, our two main, home-based, Operational
Commands have struck repeatedly and with growing strength at Germany.

Bomber Command has raised its night attacks upon the body of Germany

itself to a new level - of which the 1,000-bomber raids are merely one example -

both in tonnage of bombs dropped and of effectiveness per ton.

Fighter Command has engaged the cream of the German fighter strength

over the Channel and Northern France and has succeeded in the difficult task of

destroying, even though fighting mainly over enemy territory, many more enemy

aircraft than it has itself lost.

THE BOMBER OFFENSIVE

The year began with the night raiding of German targets, already a well-

established practice. In the,autumn and winter of 1941 a series of circumstances

prevented the bombing attack from developing its full vigour, however. It is true

that Bomber Command had already been largely freed from its earlier defensive role

of bombing the Channel ports at which forces threatening the invasion of this

country had beenassembled.

On the other hand, the formidable German warships Scharnhorst, Gneisenau

and Prinz Eugen lay in Brest harbour, a perpetual threat to our Atlantic convoys.

A significant proportion of our bombing effort had to be diverted to the

effort to contain them. Again our three new types - Stirling, Halifax and

Lancaster - of very heavy four-engined bombers had not appeared amidst the

operational-squadrons of Bomber Command in significant numbers. With the spring, of

1942 some at least of these retarding influences ceased to exist.

Bomber Command began-at last to be free to concentrate on strategic

bombing with the treble purposes of aiding our Russian allies, assisting in the

Battle of the Atlantic, and disrupting the whole economy of the German State. At

the same moment it had acquired adequate strength to begin to make strategic bombing

effective even in the face of all the defences that the enemy had built up.

/The results
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The results were immnediately apparent.First, on March 3, the Germans were

deprived of the armouredvehicles andtransport for some five armoured divisions

as a result, of the attacks on two French, factories. One of these, the Renault

works near Paris, was put out of action in twohours and at the cost of two air-

craft: the other, the Matford works at Poissy, was, also incapacitated at the cost

of two aircraft, but in the course of one daylight and two night attacks. This

might well be described as the ideal bombing operation.

It was soon proved that damage like that which had been done in France: could

also be done in Germany, despite themuch stronger defences. The cost, might be

rather greater, but it was in no sense prohibitive. Lubock; Rostock and the

Heinkel aircraft works there; the Diesel engine assembly shed at Augsburg -

shattered by a small force of Lancasters attacking in broad daylight - nearly a

third of Cologne laid waste by a thousand bombers and 230 factories destroyed or

damaged there; the widespread destruction of steel works, machine-tool shops and

chemical works in the Ruhr and at Dusseldorf; the thousand-bomber attacks on

Essen, the Ruhr and Bremen; the damage to Emden and Mainz ..... all this is

recent ...history, and needs ...no further emphasis or description.

Bomber Command is now known by its acts to all Germans. In the

two months of June and July 13,000 tons of bombs were dropped on

Germany, as against 8,500 tons in the sane months of 1941 and

3,500 tons in June and July 1940.

Nevertheless, Bomber Command has had to undertake many other tasks as well

as the bombing of Germany, in the course of the year. Indeed, it came as something

of a shock to the public'to realise that little more than 10 per cent. of our

operational aircraft has been engaged in the bombing of .Germany. Bomber Command

has had to provide an ever-increasing flow of squadrons for two other purposes, in

particular.

On the one hand, it has been necessary employ many of both our medium and

heavy bombers upon the work of patrolling the seas in order to counter the submarine

menace to our ocean communications which developed so seriously in the course of the

year.

In the second place,the heavy, fighting and the serious reverses suffered by
our forces in the Middle East necessitated the detachment of important quantities,

not only of medium, but also of heavy four-engined bombers to this theatre of war.

Everything that has been accomplished by way of damage to the cities, industries,

shipyards and transportation systems of Germany, has been accomplished in spite of

those diversions. The results which could have been achieved had it been possible
to devote all these resources to the attack upon thebody of our principal enemy can

be imagined.

THE FIGHTER OFFENSIVE

All through the third year
of thewar offensive action by Fighter Command,

which had already begun in the spring and summer of 1941, was continued. Until

recent weeks tho greater part of this activity consisted in offensive swoops over

occupied France and the Low Countries. Recently, however, the activity of

Command has increasingly consisted in providing large fighter escorts for, in the

first place, R.A.F. light bombers, and, latterly, for repeated raids by Flying

Fortresses of the U.S.A.A.C.

The "score” of Fighter Command for the year is as follows.

From September 3, 1941, to September 3, 1942, close on one

thousand enemy aircraft have been destroyed in day and night

action by our home-based aircraft. Of this, great total -

equivalent to some 80 full squadrons of the Luftwaffe - more

than 600 were shot down in daylight, by our fighters operating

over the enemy’s own side of the Channel. Nearly 40 enemy

aircraft were destroyed over enemy territory by fighters carry-

ing out offensive operations at night, while 60 raiders were

intercepted in daylight over this country and shot down.

Two hundred night raiders were destroyed during the year by the combined
efforts of our night fight, Ack—Ack gun batteries and other weapons. Over

the same period our own losses were less than 700 aircraft. /Two hundred
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DAYLIGHT SUPERIORITY

Thus, fighting mainly on the offensive, over hostile territory, often at

extreme range, Fighter Command has succeeded in maintaining the balance in its

own favour - a significant contrast to the record of the Luftwaffe, which in its

attack on Britain in 1940 lost three of its own aircraft for every British aircraft

destroyed.

The resultant achievement of this degree of day light superiority over a great

part of the enemy territory within practicable fighter range has enabled bomber

forces to be escorted in daylight to important objectives in occupied territory.

It has also enabled those targets to be attacked with an accuracy rarely possible

by night and with virtual immunity for the bombers from interference by enemy

fighters.

The close of the year under review saw a most significant development in this

respect. On Independence Day (July 4) 1942, American air crews, flying Boston

bombers of the R.A.F. attacked targets in occupied Europe for the first time. In

August formations of heavy four-engined American borers of the Flying Portress

type began to be escorted over aerodromes, power stations, docks and other targets

in Prance and the Low-Countries. The appearance of these forerunners of the

American air fleets of the fourth year of the war wall perhaps be regarded by the

future historian as the most significant event of the period under review.

The largest single operation undertaken by Fighter Command during the year

occurred in connection with the large-scale air support provided for the combined

operations at Dieppe on August 18. More than 2,500 aircraft sorties were flown

by fighters in the course of the day. Our fighters held command of the air over

Dieppe and the Channel from dawn to dusk end imposed their will upon the enemy.

Since the war began pilots of the Command have shot down in daylight a grand

total of more than 4,000 aircraft. In addition, more than 700 have been destroyed

during the same period at night.

THE WAR IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

The struggle in the Middle East has been called "the war for aerodromes".

After the vicissitudes of the second year of the war in this theatre - General

Wavell's extraordinary campaign, the destruction of Yugo-Slavia and Greece, the

fall of Crete, the Irak rebellion, the occupation of Iran, the reduction of the

Italian Empire in East Africa, the retreat in the Western Desert - the first big
operation of the third year of the war consisted in the British attack on Rommel's

army on November 18, 194l.

As in all the other operations in this theatre of war, air superiority

was secured at an early stage in the operation and never lost. The enemy's

fighter aircraft were put on to a defensive role, and his communications and

supply ports constantly bombed, then our troops entered Benghazi they found the

port almost unusable.

Meanwhile, however, the enemy had diverted large air forces to the attack on

Malta, which lay athwart his sea communications and from which both air and naval

forces had inflicted heavy losses on his shipping. On December 19 very heavy

bombing raids began on the island and were continued on an important scale week

after week from then onwards. The fighter defences of Malta at once came into

play and the enemy began to pay heavily for his attacks, He was able, however,
for a time to neutralise Malta as a base for offensive action from the air. As a

result, an increasing flow of supplies could be delivered to Rommel.

The balance of advantage on land swung to the side of the emery and our forces-

were driven back from Benghazi, On this occasion our air superiority was not

seriously endangered. It was proved, however, that ground forces, if they are

willing to sustain losses, can in desert conditions advance In the face of air

attack, if that attack is conducted by limited forces, even though their own air-

craft are largely absent. The line was stabilised during the spring on the Gazala

position, but when, during the summer, Rommel renewed his attack the 8th Army was

unable to hold him and was driven back to their present positions before El Alamein.

During
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During the long and hazardous retreat which this involved our air force provided
what all observers have unanimously agreed pas an unsurpassed degree of air cover.

Middle Eastern Command had boon built upuntil it was an immense force of aircraft.

Fighter-bombers of our own Hurricanes and American Kittyhawks took an increasing

part in the fighting. Bostons, Baltimores and Marylands attacked the advanced

German and Italian forces.

By common consent Middle Eastern Commend played an important part in enabling
the 8th Army to halt the attack before it reached Alexandria and vital centres of

British power in the Middle East. During most of this period the attack on Malta

went on. The appearance of Spitfires over the island coincided with a sharp increase

in German and Italian losses.

During the closing weeks of the third year of the war the attack on Malta has

died down, and an increasing degree of offensive action by means of fighter sweeps,
attacks on enemy aerodromes in Sicily. Sardinia, etc., bombing and torpedo attacks

on enemy shipping, and, last but not least, the protection of our own convoys on

their intensely difficult voyages, to the relief of the island have begun to, be once

more the feature of the aim fighting of the squadrons based on Malta.

Meanwhile the bombing of the enemy's supply ports and his shipping in transit

across the Mediterranean by long-range bombers of Middle Eastern Command based on

Egypt goes on. The substantial force of medium bombers has been reinforced by

squadrons of our own heavy four-engined bombers and by American Liberators. Those

great aircraft can reach as far as Benghazi and the Greek and Sicilian ports.
We hear of Benghazi, Tobruk, Mersa Matruh being bombed with monotonous regularity.

Thus the record of Middle Eastern Commandfor the past two months has been,
above all, a fighting one. The Middle Eastern Command as a whole has destroyed --

(see Note at end) enemy aircraft between September 3, 1941, and September 3, 1942,
for a loss of of its own aircraft.

THE WAR OVER THE SEA

During the third year of tho war Coastal Command has been on the offensive.

It has intensified its attacks upon U-heats and upon enemy surface vessels. It has

pressed home its attacks into enemy waters within range of his land batteries and

his shore-based aircraft. During the past six months a major air battle has

developed and is still developing in the Bay of Biscay, where increasing numbers of

aircraft of Coastal Command are attacking the German U-boats as they pass on their

way to their hunting ground on the east coast of America or return from that area.

If we had no other evidence of the effectiveness of this work, it would be

provided by the enemy’s attempts to give air protection for his U-boats, by means of

Arado float-planes, Messerschmitts and other aircraft. To meet the attacks of these

enemy aircraft, long-range bombers of Coastal Command and Beaufighters, the most

heavily aimed of the long-range fighting aircraft, are now sent out in increasing-

numbers in this area.

On the other hand, the defensive role of Coastal C ommand ecn»

be abandoned for a moment, and, indeed, grown mere and more important.

Our mowing numbers of convoys must be protected, and Coastal Commamd

has played its part in the notable achievement of convoying every one at

the American soldiers who have reached this island without loss.

The enemy has attempted during this year to move increasing amounts of his stores

by means of coastal shipping along tho coast of occupied Europe. The same sea route

has been a necessity for him for sending his reinforcements and supplies up tho

Norwegian coast to his bases in the Far North. During the month of May, Coastal

Command attacks on this traffic reached a high total - 41 ships being bombed and

hit. Since then Coastal Command can report fewer successes in this sphere, but

that is because the enemy's convoys have been forced to run less frequently

and to seek cover of bad weather.

/The



The number and variety of new aircraft in Coastal Command has greatly increased

during the past 12 months. Squadrons of Wellingtons and Whitleys have been detached

from Bomber Command for the use of Coastal Command. The Great American Liberators

and Catalinas have joined our own large Sunderland flying-boats. While the

indefatigable Lockheed Hudsons still form the backbone of the Command, Beaufort

torpedo aircraft and Beaufighters came into play.

THE BACKGROUND OF EXPANSION

The R.A.F. has been engaged on many other fronts during the year. In the Far

East, in Burma and in Ceylon it has secured remarkable successes over Japanese

aircraft, and in that area it has suffered with British land and sea forces the grave

reverse of the loss of Singapore. At home another operational Commaand, Army

Co-operation Command, has begun its work. Flying the American Mustang, this Command

performed admirably in its first main operation, at Dieppe just before the end of the

year.

Nor must it be supposed for a moment that this extraordinary record of fighting

by the operational Commands could have been accomplished without the ceaseless efforts,
and continuous expansion, of the non-operational Commands, Plying Training Command

has grown enormously in size during the year. The Commonwealth Air Training Scheme

has pumped an ever-broadening stream of aircrews into the R.A.F. Technical Training
Command has provided whole armies of workers, highly skilled in a hundred trades and

capable of servicing a hundred different types of aircraft, -

The W.A.A.F. has expanded, until its present strength is over 100,000 and its

trades are more than 50 whereas they were only five at its inception, W.A.A.F.

balloon operators have become a common sight in Britain during the year. W.A.A.F.

flight mechanics are now permitted to fly with pilots testing, aircraft, and W.A.A.F.

nursing orderlies to fly in air ambulances.

It will be seen that the- has throughout the year inflicted serious losses

on the enemy’s ground and sea forces, and, above all, upon the German war effort.

Moreover, and above all, throughout the year we forced the enemy to employ against us

more than half of his available air resources.

Note:- The latest available figures of aircraft losses in the Middle East

during the year under review will be issued by Air Affairs at the

Ministry of Information on the evening of September 2.
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